
In this Pattern you are going to crochet around a super chunky yarn with a sock weight Yarn. This technique 
is easy to pick up especially for new Crocheters and produces an almost woven appearance. Traditionally it’s 
been used for making rag rugs.  I wanted this pattern to help demonstrate how you can get the big textures 
of Chunky Yarns without abandoning your small hooks. The project works up super-fast compared to your 
average blanket which is one of the dreamy qualities of Super Chunky Projects. Once you get going, you’ll fly! 

In terms of tension, for a rug, you may want a standard to tight tension to create a tighter, denser fabric. If you 
are completing a blanket, you may want a looser tension to allow some drape in your fabric.  

If you want to freestyle with your Yarn pack, go ahead, this pattern is just a guide and sizes may vary slightly 
under different tensions or stitch numbers. You can tweak the size of your Rug or Blanket to suit your needs.

4mm Crochet Hook 

EITHER

Small Yarn Pack of
300g Wulla Yarn
150g Sock Weight Yarn

OR

Large Yarn Pack of
600g Wulla Yarn
300g Sock Weight Yarn
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Shameless
Blanket/Rug

Blanket: 1.2m x 1.2m
Rug: 1.2m x 0.5m

PATTERNS

1. Using your Sock Weight Yarn,
Chain 250, Ch 2 and turn your 
work.

(If you are making a Rug and would 
rather your rows were shorter on 
the horizontal, try chaining 170

2. In the Second Chain from the end 
DC, DC every stitch to the end.

Chain 2 and Turn.

3. In the next row you are going 
to introduce your Super Chunky 
Yarn. Hold the Super Chunky Yarn 
at the front of the work, with the 
Chain/DC underneath the yarn and 
leaving a small tail (I leave approx. 
4cm) over the edge of the work.

In the first stich of the row you are 
going to make a DC capturing the 
super chunky yarn with the stich. 

4. Holding your yarn behind the 
work, pass your hook through the 
space between the base stich 
and its neighbour, ‘Yarn Over’, Pull 
through to the front of the work. 
Then, over the top of the Super 
Chunky Yarn, ‘Yarn Over’ your hook 
and pull through the loop on your 
hook.

Chain 1.

Miss the next stitch space.

5. Carry on DC stitching around 
your Yarn to the end of the Row, 
Chain 2 and turn your work. 

You can now loop the super chunky 
yarn round, I used approximately 
6-8cm of yarn in the loop turn, you 
can make yours tighter or looser as 
you see fit, just bear in mind in will 
affect your final work size. 

6. Your next row will continue to 
DC, Chain, this time your DC will be 
in the space between the stitches 
where the Chain stitch is the row 
below. 

When you get to the end of the 
row, remember to go all the way to 
the final space between stitch and 
chain on the row below.

Chain 2 and turn. Now you have the 
hang of it, keep going…

7. For your final row, DC through 
every stitch to the end of the row. 
Tie off ends.


